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ABSTRACT
We consider marginal deformations of the superconformal ABJM/ABJ models which
preserve N = 2 supersymmetry. We determine perturbatively the spectrum of fixed
points and study their infrared stability. We find a closed line of fixed points which is IR
stable. The fixed point corresponding to the ABJM/ABJ models is stable under marginal
deformations which respect the original SU(2)A×SU(2)B invariance, while deformations
which break this group destabilize the theory which then flows to a less symmetric fixed
point. We discuss the addition of flavor degrees of freedom. We prove that in general a
flavor marginal superpotential does not destabilize the system in the IR. An exception
is represented by a marginal coupling which mixes matter charged under different gauge
sectors. Finally, we consider the case of relevant deformations which should drive the
system to a strongly coupled IR fixed point recently investigated in arXiv:0909.2036 [hep-
th].
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1 Introduction
Recently, a renew interest in three dimensional superconformal Chern–Simons (CS) theo-
ries [1] has been triggered by the formulation of the AdS4/CFT3 correspondence between
CS matter theories and M/string theory. The low energy dynamics of a stack of N M2–
branes in M–theory probing a C4/Zk singularity is given by a N = 6 supersymmetric
two–level (k,−k) CS theory for gauge group U(N)×U(N) with SU(2)A×SU(2)B invari-
ant matter in the bifundamental representation [2]. In the decoupling limit N →∞, and
for k → ∞ with λ ≡ N/k kept fixed, the CS matter theory is dual to a type IIA string
theory on AdS4 × CP3 background [2]. In the particular case of N = 2 or for k = 1, 2
supersymmetry gets enhanced to N = 8 [2, 3]. For N = 2 M–theory provides a dual
description of the Bagger–Lambert–Gustavsson (BLG) model [4].
CS matter theories involved in the AdS4/CFT3 correspondence are of course at their
superconformal fixed point. It is then natural to investigate the properties of these fixed
points at quantum level in order to establish whether they are isolated fixed points or
they belong to a continuum surface of fixed points, whether they are IR stable and which
are the RG trajectories which intersect them. Since for k ≫ N the CS theory is weakly
coupled, a perturbative approach is available.
To this purpose we consider aN = 2 supersymmetric U(N)k×U(M)−k CS theory with
matter in the bifundamental representation, perturbated by the most general superpo-
tential compatible with N = 2 supersymmetry but generally breaking global nonabelian
symmetries. For particular values of the couplings our theory reduces to the N = 6
ABJM/ABJ superconformal theories [2, 5] (N = 8 BLG theory [4] for N = M = 2),
while in general it describes marginal (but not exactly marginal) perturbations which
drive the theory away from the superconformal point.
At two loops, we compute the beta–functions for all the couplings and determine the
spectrum of fixed points. We find an ellipse of N = 2 superconformal theories (thus
confirming the results of [6]) which contains as a non–isolated fixed point the N = 6
ABJ/ABJM theories. At this point global symmetry gets enhanced to SU(2)A×SU(2)B.
The ellipse does not pass through the origin which is then an isolated solution. However,
for k sufficiently large compared to N it passes arbitrarily close to the origin, so making
the perturbative approach trustable.
We study RG flows around the fixed points in order to investigate their IR sta-
bility. The N = 6 ABJM/ABJ (or N = 8 BLG) theories turn out to be IR stable
along the SU(2)A × SU(2)B preserving flow, whereas along any direction which breaks
SU(2)A× SU(2)B global symmetry the theory flows to another less symmetric supercon-
formal model.
More generally, for any fixed point on the ellipse there exists only one direction of
stability which corresponds to the RG trajectory intersecting the ellipse in that point.
Perturbations along any other direction will lead the theory to a different superconformal
point. In that sense every single point is unstable under small perturbations.
We may wonder whether our results change when restricting to the case of marginal
perturbations which respect some non-abelian global symmetry. To this end, we consider
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the subset of SU(2) invariant marginal perturbations. We still find a closed line of fixed
points describing SU(2) invariant superconformal models. As in the more general case,
while it is a line of IR stability each single point has only one direction of stability. The
flow along any other direction leads the theory to a different fixed point. In the partic-
ular case of ABJM/ABJ theories the direction of stability still corresponds to marginal
perturbations which respect SU(2)A × SU(2)B invariance.
We then study the effects of adding two sets of fundamental flavor degrees of freedom,
one for each gauge group. In the presence of the most general marginal flavor perturbation
we determine the surface of fixed points. It includes the point corresponding to the
ABJ/ABJM models with flavors introduced in [8, 7, 9]. Studying various examples of
flavored theories, we find that in general the stability properties of the fixed points are
not much different from the ones of the unflavored case. In fact, as long as we consider
marginal couplings which do not mix matter in different gauge sectors, RG flows along
the flavor directions always drive the system towards a fixed point in the IR.
An exception is represented by a marginal perturbation which mixes matter charged
under U(N) with matter charged under U(M). In this case, at least at the perturba-
tive order we are working, the corresponding coupling seems to introduce a direction of
instability in the parameter space.
Finally, we discuss the addition of perturbations which are relevant in the UV but
which should drive the theory to a strongly coupled IR fixed point, as recently conjectured
in [10]. In the perturbative regime we find that no other fixed point exists except the
origin. This is an UV fixed point from which the theory escapes along RG flows when
moving to the low energy regime. This is then compatible with the existence of a strongly
coupled IR point as the only point where superconformal invariance gets enhanced.
2 The model and its β–functions
We choose to describe the ABJ/ABJM theories and their deformations in terms of an
ordinary gauge theory with bifundamental matter [11].
In three dimensions, we consider a U(N)k ×U(M)−k Chern–Simons theory for vector
multiplets (V, Vˆ ) coupled to chiral multiplets Ai and Bi, i = 1, 2, in the (N, M¯) and
(N¯,M) representations of the gauge group.
In N = 2 superspace the action reads (we use superspace conventions of [12])
S = K
∫
d3x d4θ
∫ 1
0
dt Tr
[
V D
α (
e−tVDαe
tV
)
− Vˆ D
α
(
e−tVˆDαe
tVˆ
) ]
+
∫
d3x d4θ Tr
(
A¯ie
VAie−Vˆ + B¯ieVˆBie
−V
)
+
∫
d3x d2θ
[
h1Tr(A
1B1A
2B2) + h2Tr(A
2B1A
1B2)
]
+ h.c. (2.1)
where k = 2πK is an integer which in the perturbative regime we take large (λ ≡ N/k ≪
2
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1: Two–loop diagrams contributing to the anomalous dimensions of fundamental
chiral superfields. Straight lines correspond to chirals, whereas wave lines to vectors.
1). The superpotential is a classical marginal perturbation which respects N = 2 super-
symmetry. For generic couplings the only global symmetries of the theory are the U(1)R
R–symmetry and two U(1)’s acting as
U(1)1 : A
1 → eiαA1 , U(1)2 : B1 → e
iβB1
A2 → e−iαA2 , B2 → e
−iβB2 (2.2)
On the particular line h1 = −h2 in the space of the couplings the global symmetry
gets enhanced to SU(2)A × SU(2)B. At the point h1 = −h2 = 1/K the symmetry
U(1)R × SU(2)A × SU(2)B gets promoted to SU(4)R [2, 13] and we recover the N = 6
superconformal ABJ theory [5] and for N =M the ABJM theory [2].
The theory can be quantized in a manifest N = 2 setup [14, 16]. Perturbatively, UV
divergences appear only at even orders in loops, so we concentrate on the renormalization
of the theory at two loops.
It is well known [14, 15] that the gauge sector does not receive any UV correction.
Moreover, a non–renormalization theorem for chiral integrals is still working in 3d and
allows to conclude that the superpotential does not get infinite corrections. Therefore, the
only divergences that we need evaluate concern self–energy contributions to the matter
sector.
In dimensional regularization (d = 3− 2ǫ) and using N = 2 superspace techniques we
compute two–loop divergences corresponding to the diagrams in Fig. 1. Renormalizing
the theory according to
A = Z
−
1
2
A A
(0) A¯ = Z
−
1
2
A A¯
(0)
B = Z
−
1
2
B B
(0) B¯ = Z
−
1
2
B B¯
(0)
hj = µ
−2ǫZ−1hj h
(0)
j h¯j = µ
−2ǫZ−1
h¯j
h¯
(0)
j (2.3)
together with K = µ2ǫK(0), we determine the anomalous dimensions, γ = 1
2
∂ logZ
∂ log µ
, of the
fundamental fields. Leaving details for a future publication [16], here we quote only the
result
γA = γB =
1
32π2
[
2
1−NM
K2
+ (|h1|
2 + |h2|
2)MN + (h1h¯2 + h2h¯1)
]
≡ γ (2.4)
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The corresponding β–functions are then given by
βh1 = 4h1γ βh2 = 4h2γ (2.5)
as follows from the non–renormalization theorem for superpotentials.
3 Fixed points and their IR stability
We study the spectrum of fixed points and their stability in the case of real couplings.
We prefer to perform the rotation
y1 ≡ h1 + h2 , y2 ≡ h1 − h2 (3.1)
and study RG flows in the (y1, y2) plane.
In terms of these new couplings the superpotential in eq. (2.1) can be rewritten as∫
d3x d2θ
[y1
2
Tr
(
A1B1A
2B2 + A
2B1A
1B2
)
+
y2
4
ǫijǫ
klTr (AiBkA
jBl)
]
(3.2)
It is then clear that the y2–line (i.e. y1 = 0) corresponds to the set of SU(2)A × SU(2)B
invariant theories, whereas the y1 coupling measures SU(2)A× SU(2)B symmetry break-
ing.
We solve the equations dyi
dt
= βyi with βy1 = 4y1γ, βy2 = 4y2γ and
γ =
1
64π2K2
[
y21(MN + 1)K
2 + y22(MN − 1)K
2 − 4(MN − 1)
]
(3.3)
The spectrum of nontrivial fixed points is given by the condition
y21(MN + 1) + y
2
2(MN − 1) =
4
K2
(MN − 1) (3.4)
which describes an ellipse in the space of the couplings (see Fig. 2), as already found in [6].
We note that in the large M,N limit and for K ≫ 1 this becomes a circle with center in
the origin and radius infinitesimally small. Therefore, the solutions fall inside the region
of validity of the perturbative description. The particular point (0, 2/K) corresponds to
the ABJ/ABJM models.
The result (3.4) read in terms of the original couplings (h1, h2) states that in the class
of scalar, dimension–two composite operators of the form
O = h1Tr(A
1B1A
2B2) + h2Tr(A
2B1A
1B2) (3.5)
there is only one exactly marginal operator. This is the operator which allows the system
to move along the fixed line.
We now study the RG flows by solving the RG equations exactly. Using eq. (3.3) we
can write
dy2
dy1
=
y2
y1
(3.6)
4
Figure 2: Line of fixed points and RG trajectories. The arrows indicate flows towards the
IR. We have chosen K = 100, N = 10, M = 20.
and the most general solution is y2 = Cy1 with C arbitrary. Therefore, in the (y1, y2)
plane the RG trajectories are all the straight lines passing through the origin.
Infrared flows can be easily determined by plotting the vector (−βy1 ,−βy2) in each
point of the (y1, y2) plane. The result is given in Fig. 2 where a number of interesting
features arise.
First of all the origin, corresponding to the free theory, is always an unstable point
in the IR. Second, the line of fixed points is stable in the sense that the system always
flows towards it. However, every single fixed point has only one direction of stability
which corresponds to the RG trajectory passing through it. For any other direction of
perturbation it is unstable since in general a small perturbation will drive the system to
a different point on the line.
In particular, the ABJ/ABJM fixed point is IR stable against small perturbations
which respect the SU(2)A × SU(2)B symmetry (that is along the vertical line y1 = 0),
whereas if the perturbation breaks SU(2)A × SU(2)B the system will flow to a less sym-
metric fixed point.
As we can argue from the previous results, at low energies the ABJ/ABJM system
has a better response towards perturbations which exhibit a certain amount of nontrivial
global symmetries. Therefore, one might wonder whether restricting the class of marginal
deformations by requiring non–abelian global symmetries to be preserved the previous
pattern could change.
To answer this question we consider a class of perturbations which preserve a SU(2)
global symmetry out of the SU(2)A × SU(2)B symmetry of the original ABJM/ABJ
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models. We replace the superpotential in (2.1) with∫
d3x d2θ Tr
[
c1Tr(A
iBi)
2 + c2Tr(BiA
i)2
]
+ h.c. (3.7)
where c1, c2 are two real constants. In this case, a two–loop evaluation of the beta–
functions leads to
βc1 = 4c1γ βc2 = 4c2γ (3.8)
γ =
1
32π2
[
2
1−NM
K2
+ 4(c1 + c2)
2(MN + 1) + 4(c21 + c
2
2)MN + 8c1c2
]
Proceeding as before, we determine the line of fixed points which in terms of the new
variables (y1, y2) = (2(c1 + c2), 2(c1 − c2)) reads
3y21(MN + 1) + y
2
2(MN − 1) =
4
K2
(MN − 1) (3.9)
In the space of the couplings this is still an ellipse similar to the one in Fig 2. The
ABJM/ABJ models correspond to the point (0, 2/K).
The study of the IR flows is very similar to the previous case and leads to a behavior
like the one drawn in Fig. 2. Therefore, we conclude that even in the presence of residual
non–abelian global symmetries the only direction of stability for the ABJM/ABJ models
is the SU(2)A × SU(2)B invariant line.
4 Adding flavors
We now discuss the addition of extra flavor degrees of freedom to the theory (2.1) focusing
on the effects that they have on the stability properties previously discussed.
We introduce flavor matter described by two couples of chiral superfields Qi, Q˜i, i =
1, 2 charged under the gauge groups and under a global U(Nf )1 × U(N ′f )2. Precisely, Q1
(Q˜1) belongs to the (anti)fundamental of U(N) whileQ2 (Q˜2) belongs to the (anti)fundamental
of U(M).
We assign the following action
Sf =
∫
d3xd4θ Tr
(
Q¯1eVQ1 +
¯˜Q1Q˜1e
−V + Q¯2eVˆQ2 +
¯˜Q2Q˜2e
−Vˆ
)
(4.1)
+
∫
d3x d2θ
[
λ1Tr (Q1Q˜1)
2 + λ2Tr (Q2Q˜2)
2 + λ3Tr (Q1Q˜1Q2Q˜2)
+α1Tr
(
Q˜1A
iBiQ1
)
+ α2Tr
(
Q˜2BiA
iQ2
)]
+ h.c.
to be added to (2.1).
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Working out the two–loop beta–functions for this case, still redefining the bifunda-
mental couplings as in (3.1) we find (details will be given in [16])
βy1 = 4y1γ βy2 = 4y2γ (4.2)
βλ1 = 4λ1γQ1 βλ2 = 4λ2γQ2 βλ3 = 2λ3(γQ1 + γQ2)
βα1 = 2α1(γ + γQ1) βα2 = 2α2(γ + γQ2)
where
γ =
1
64π2K2
[
y21(MN + 1)K
2 + y22(MN − 1)K
2 − 2(2MN +NNf +MN
′
f − 2)
+ 2|α1|
2NNfK
2 + 2|α2|
2MN ′fK
2
]
γQ1 = γQ˜1 =
1
32π2K2
[
− (2NM +NNf + 1)
+ 4|λ1|
2 (NNf + 1)K
2 + |λ3|
2MN ′fK
2 + 2|α1|
2MNK2
]
γQ2 = γQ˜2 =
1
32π2K2
[
− (2NM +MN ′f + 1)
+ 4|λ2|
2 (MN ′f + 1)K
2 + |λ3|
2NNfK
2 + 2|α2|
2MNK2
]
(4.3)
In the space of the couplings the spectrum of fixed points describes a four dimensional
hypersurface given by the equations γ = γQ1 = γQ2 = 0. A particular point on this surface,
corresponding to h1 = −h2 = 1/K, λ1 = −λ2 = 1/2K, λ3 = 0 and α1 = −α2 = 1/K,
gives the ABJ/ABJM models with flavors discussed in [8, 7, 9].
The IR behavior around a given fixed point x0 can be inferred from the study of the
stability matrixMij ≡
dβνi
dνj
(x0), where νj indicates a generic coupling. Diagonalizing this
matrix, positive eigenvalues correspond to stable directions, whereas negative eigenvalues
signal IR instability.
Due to the presence of a high number of couplings, the study of stability properties
may become cumbersome. Therefore, we analyze particular cases separately.
Choosing for simplicity M = N (and then N ′f = Nf), we begin by considering a theory
with α1 = α2 = 0 in (4.1). In this case, at the perturbative order we are working the set
of RG equations for (y1, y2) decouples from the one for (λ1, λ2, λ3). Since the equations
for (y1, y2) are similar to the ones of the unflavored theory, the fixed points in the y–plane
still describe an ellipse as in Fig. 2. In the λ–space, instead, they span the closed curve
of Fig. 3.
The stability properties of the system on the y–plane do not get affected by the pres-
ence of flavor couplings, so they are analogous to the ones established for the unflavored
theory. It is instead more interesting to investigate the IR stability of the fixed points
when slowing moving along RG trajectories in the λ–space.
To this end, we compute the stability matrix
∂βλi
∂λj
at the ABJ–like fixed point given
7
-0.002
0.000
0.002
Λ 1
-0.002
0.000
0.002
Λ 2
-0.005
0.000
0.005
Λ 3
Figure 3: The ellipse of fixed points in the (λ1, λ2, λ3) space for the flavored model with
αi = 0. The parameters are K = 100, M = N = 50, Nf = Nf ′ = 5.
by
(y1, y2, λ1, λ2, λ3) =(
0,
2
K
√
N2 +NNf − 1
N2 − 1
,
1
2K
√
2N2 +NNf + 1
NNf + 1
,−
1
2K
√
2N2 +NNf + 1
NNf + 1
, 0
)
(4.4)
We find the diagonal matrix
∂βλi
∂λj
∣∣∣ = diag(N(2N +Nf ) + 1
4K2π2
,
N(2N +Nf ) + 1
4K2π2
, 0
)
(4.5)
The positive eigenvalues state that the system is IR stable along the λ1 and λ2 flows. In
the λ3 direction we find a vanishing eigenvalue, probably an artifact of the perturbative
order we are working at. In order to solve the corresponding indetermination we slightly
move away from the fixed point along the λ2 flow and evaluate the stability matrix for
λ2 → λ2 + δ. We still find a diagonal matrix
∂βλi
∂λj
∣∣∣
λ2+δ
= diag

N(2N +Nf ) + 1
4K2π2
,
N(2N +Nf ) + 1
4K2π2
,−
δ(NNf + 1)
√
2N2
NNf+1
+ 1
4Kπ2


(4.6)
where δ–corrections to the first two eigenvalues have been neglected. We note that for
δ > 0 the third entry of the matrix is negative and the λ3–flow in that region is IR
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-0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.02
Α 1
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
0.01
0.02
0.03
y2
Figure 4: RG trajectories for the flavored model with λi = 0 and α1 = α2 6= 0. The arrows
indicate flows towards the IR. We have chosen K = 100, M = N = 50, Nf = Nf ′ = 5.
unstable. We conclude that λ3–perturbations, the ones which mix the two flavor sectors,
destabilize the system in the IR.
We now consider a theory with λi = 0 for any i = 1, 2, 3 and α1 = −α2 ≡ α 6= 0 in
(4.1). The effect of turning on couplings between fundamental and bifundamental fields is
to render the system of RG equations nontrivially coupled (see eqs. (4.2, 4.3)) already at
two loops. The study of RG flows has then to be performed in the three dimensional space
(y1, y2, α). Setting the beta–functions to zero, besides the trivial fixed point corresponding
to the free theory, we find three ellipses of fixed points belonging to three bidimensional
planes orthogonal to the α direction and placed at α = ± 1
K
√
1 + (NNf + 1)/2N2 and
α = 0, respectively.
We can evaluate the beta functions in each point of the parameter space and find
the RG trajectories. On the plane y1 = 0 they look as in Fig. 4 where in red we have
indicated the particular fixed points corresponding to the intersections of the ellipses with
the y1 = 0 plane.
Once again, we find that the free theory is reached in the UV. Concerning interacting
theories, from Fig. 4 we see that flavored models without flavor superpotential (α = 0) are
always IR unstable, whereas stability is reached with a nontrivial superpotential at α =
± 1
K
√
1 + (NNf + 1)/2N2. In particular, it is easy to see that there are RG trajectories
which interpolate between the UV ellipse α = 0 and the IR ellipses.
In Fig. 4 we have chosen to project on the y1 = 0 plane for simplicity, but there is
nothing special about this plane. The same configuration of RG trajectories is obtained
by projecting on any other plane of the form y1 = my2.
Similar patterns arise when adding flavor matter to SU(2) invariant theories (3.7) (note
that the flavor superpotential in (4.1) respects the global symmetries of the bifundamental
sector).
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5 A relevant perturbation
As a concluding remark, we consider N = 2 CS–matter theories with two extra propa-
gating chiral superfields in the adjoint and a superpotential given by∫
d3x d2θ
[
sTr(Φ31) + sTr(Φ
3
2) + tTr(BiΦ1A
i) + tTr(AiΦ2Bi)
]
+ h.c. (5.1)
This kind of theories should flow to a strongly coupled fixed point in the IR since, as
conjectured in [10], they have a dual description in terms of a AdS4×V5,2/Zk supergravity
solution.
In the UV region (5.1) is a relevant perturbation with dimension–1
2
couplings. A
perturbative evaluation of the beta–functions requires computing the two–loop diagrams
of Figs. 1a), 1c) with (Φi, A
i, Bi) as external fields. Setting N =M for simplicity, in the
large N limit the result is
βs = 3s γΦ γΦ = −
1
8π2
N2
K2
(5.2)
βt = t (γΦ + γA + γB) γA = γB = −
1
16π2
N2
K2
The only perturbatively accessible fixed point is s = t = 0 which, according to the sign
of the beta–functions, is reached at high energies. Therefore, the theory is free in the UV
but naturally flows to a strongly coupled system in the IR. Such a behavior is similar to
what we have found for the ABJ–like theories. However, in contrast with the previous
case where under suitable requirements on the gauge coupling the IR fixed points are
visible perturbatively, for the present theory they are not and other methods need be
used to establish the existence of superconformal points [10].
We note that our conclusions are not an artifact of the two–loop approximation. In
fact, by dimensional analysis it is easy to realize that there are no contributions to the
beta–functions proportional to the chiral couplings (s, t) at higher orders, being the gauge
corrections the only possible sources of divergences. Therefore, no extra fixed points other
than the free theory can be found perturbatively. This is an obvious consequence of
supersymmetry and of the dimensionful nature of the chiral couplings. Even the addition
of a SYM term in the original action which would not be excluded by the IR results of
[10] cannot change the analysis since in Feynman diagrams the replacement of CS vertices
with SYM vertices improves the convergence of the integrals.
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